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On some Chuvash–Mari shared lexemes and 

Agyagási’s “Late Gorodets” hypothesis 

Christopher Culver 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The Chuvash and Mari languages have been in contact for centuries and during that 

time loanwords have flowed in both directions, Chuvash–Mari and Mari–Chuvash 

(see e.g. Räsänen 1920; Fedotov 1990). Some of these shared lexemes can be traced 

to the Proto-Uralic language ancestral to Mari and were borrowed from Mari into 

Chuvash. Others were inherited by Chuvash from Proto-Turkic and then transmitted 

to Mari. Still others can be ultimately derived from Russian or Persian and were 

mediated through Chuvash to Mari. 

There remain, however, a number of shared lexemes in Mari and Chuvash that 

have lacked a clear etymology. In a series of publications, Agyagási (2000, 2001, 

2002) has posited that Mari and Chuvash were both in contact with an unknown third 

language, spoken by a people that was assimilated by the Mari and Chuvash after the 

large-scale population movements following the Mongol invasion in the 13th century. 

Agyagási initially identified this unknown language with the Late Gorodets 

archaeological population. Furthermore, she suggests that the exonym “Cheremis” – 

never used by the Mari themselves – originally referred to the people of the Late 

Gorodets archaeological population, and the ethnonym came to refer to the Mari only 

after the Late Gorodets population disappeared as a distinct people through 

assimilation. In a more recent publication on historical interaction between Chuvash 

and Mari, Agyagási (2019) no longer points to the Late Gorodets archaeological 

population specifically and, therefore, ceases to employ this nomenclature, but she 

continues to believe that there was a mysterious third population in contact with both 

Mari and Chuvash, and now she identifies this language as mediating lexical material 

from the West Baltic branch of Indo-European to Mari.  

Agyagási bases her hypothesis of a third language in the region on a corpus of 

sixty-four shared Mari–Chuvash words that lack an etymology (Agyagási 2000, 

hereinafter referred to as the “Late Gorodets” material as a convenient label for the 

collection in spite of Agyagási’s more recent turn away from ascribing it to the Late 

Gorodets archaeological population). This corpus includes such etymological cruxes 
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as Mari meraŋ ~ Cv. mărin ‘hare’. On one hand, Chuvash mărin cannot be an inherited 

Turkic word due to the initial m- here (on the impermissibility of initial *m- in Proto-

Turkic, see Tenišev 1984: 310ff.). At the same time, Mari meraŋ is difficult to explain 

as an inherited lexeme in Mari due to the irregular vowel and consonant 

correspondences among the Mari dialects. Thus, as an example, in Agyagási’s 2000 

publication compiling the “Late Gorodets” material, she brings together the data on 

Mari meraŋ ~ Cv. mărin as follows: 

23. V(Morg.) mărin, mărik ’заяц’ (Ašm. 8. 317); (Kozm.) 

moŕan ’Hase’ (Munk.); (ohne Ortsangabe) măren ’заяц’ (Ašm.uo.); 

vgl. mar. mund. 1775: мерáнgь [merang] ’заец’ (Sebeok and Raun 

30); P mer’aŋ, meraŋ ’Hase’ (Genetz); KB moren (Ramstedt); P B UP 

USj C Č meraŋ, M meraŋ, MK mer’äŋ, UJ meraŋe, CČ mor’an, 

JT möran, JO möraŋə, V möräŋgə K moren 1.’nyúl; 2. fattyú, 

zabigyerek’ (Beke). ⦻ Räsänen 1920. 255; Fedotov 1968. 204; 

Arslanov and Isanbaev 1984. 110. 

Then, in a subsequent publication Agyagási (2001: 36) attempts to explain the 

unusual vowel correspondences between the various dialectal forms by positing 

borrowing into the already distinct Mari dialects from two different dialects of this 

mysterious neighbor: “Western Late Gorodets” contributed a form, mor’, to Hill Mari, 

while “Eastern Late Gorodets” contributed a different form, mer’, to Meadow Mari. 

In spite of its convenient compilation of Mari and Chuvash words demanding 

etymological clarification, Agyagási’s corpus of “Late Gorodets” lexical material has 

drawn almost no commentary from other scholars as of yet. The “Late Gorodets” 

corpus merits special attention now, when research into the Mari lexicon and Mari 

historical phonology has made great advances in the intervening years. First, in 

compiling her wordlist Agyagási relied overwhelmingly on Beke’s dictionary, which 

was published in 1997–2001, and at the time of Agyagási’s initial research it was the 

only dictionary of Mari that drew together material from across the bulk of the Mari 

dialects. However, scholars today have a fuller picture of the Mari lexicon due to the 

publication of Tscheremissches Wörterbuch (TschWb) in 2008, a compilation of 

material collected by a number of late-19th century and early-20th century 

fieldworkers, which represents a resource as ample and valuable as Beke’s, and also 

the dictionary of Mari dialects of Udmurtia and Tatarstan edited by Veršinin (2011). 

One can also mention the 18th and 19th century manuscript wordlists of Mari dialects 

described by Sergeev (2002), which occasionally provide dialectal forms or meanings 

that are absent from later sources. Finally, though it was published three decades 

before Agyagási’s work, the Northwestern Mari dictionary by Ivanov and Tužarov is 
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not cited in Agyagási’s compilation of the “Late Gorodets” material, and yet in some 

cases it provides unique data unavailable elsewhere. 

Second, Agyagási’s view of Mari historical phonology hews to the reconstructions 

proposed by Bereczki. More recently, however, Aikio (2014a) has proposed a new 

reconstruction of Proto-Mari vocalism that adheres to strict sound laws instead of so 

readily admitting “sporadic” sound changes. Aikio’s reconstruction of Proto-Mari 

also grounds Mari in the latest innovations in the historical phonology of its parent 

Proto-Uralic protolanguage, as found in recent publications by Aikio and Zhivlov (see 

Aikio forthcoming for a survey and the relevant literature). 

By drawing on the modern state of the art in Mari historical phonology, 

dialectology, and lexicology, the present contribution challenges Agyagási’s 

ascription of several shared Mari and Chuvash words to a late shared substrate. I aim 

to show that a number of these words cannot serve as proof of contact with an 

unknown third language in the early second millennium CE.1 

2. Mari and Chuvash historical phonology and the “Late 

Gorodets” material 

It goes without saying that a shared substrate is not the only possible source of 

unetymologized lexical material found in both Mari and Chuvash. That is, the lexicons 

of each of these languages stem from a number of sources. Mari is a descendant of 

Proto-Uralic, and, therefore, it has retained lexical material dating from as far back as 

the era when Proto-Uralic was spoken; work has continually progressed in identifying 

new Uralic etymologies for Mari words that were formerly considered to be of 

uncertain origin (see e.g. Aikio 2014b, Metsäranta 2020). Additionally, Mari has 

undergone contact with other languages since the Proto-Uralic era. Besides possible 

contacts between pre-Proto-Mari speakers and prehistoric non-Uralic languages of 

European Russia that we can only speculate about, scholars have identified in the Mari 

lexicon early borrowings from Baltic (Gordeev 1967), various stages of Iranian (Joki 

1973, Gordeev 1967) and Permian (Bereczki 1977; 1987; 1992–1994: II 97–129; 

2005, see also Bereczki et al. 2013). In more recent centuries, Mari has been in contact 

with Chuvash, Tatar (Isabaev 1989–1994), and Russian (Savatkova 1969). 

By the same token, Chuvash is a descendant of Proto-Turkic, and among those 

unetymologized items in its lexicon there may be words hitherto unidentified for their 

Proto-Turkic origin. Additionally, Chuvash may have undergone contact with 

 
1 I would like to thank Tapani Salminen and an anonymous reviewer for their comments which 

allowed me to improve on this paper. Naturally, the blame for any remaining errors falls solely 

on me. 
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unknown languages after its split from Proto-Turkic and during West Old Turkic 

speakers’ migration from Asia to the southern Russian steppes and up to the Middle 

Volga, and scholars have identified borrowings from Persian and Arabic (Scherner 

1977), Alanic (Dobrodomov 1980) and Permian (Rédei and Róna-Tas 1982). More 

recently, Chuvash too has been in contact with Russian and Tatar (see Fedotov 1996). 

The first criticism of the “Late Gorodets” material as proof of a substrate shared 

by Mari and Chuvash is that, on phonological grounds, certain words can be shown 

to represent lexical material that was already present at the Proto-Mari stage and was 

then borrowed by Chuvash, or vice versa. Even if a given word still lacks an ultimate 

etymology, then that word may represent a borrowing in Mari or Chuvash, but it could 

have been borrowed into either of these languages before the population movements 

of the 13th century. Such words cannot serve as evidence for an unknown language 

of the Middle Volga in contact with both Mari and Chuvash, but rather they could be 

the result of other language contact situations that we know Mari and Chuvash 

participated in. 

To illustrate this point, in this paper Mari historical phonology is viewed according 

to the recent reconstruction by Aikio (2014a). Briefly, Aikio’s reconstruction differs 

from the reconstruction by Bereczki on which Agyagási generally relied in the 

following ways. 

Bereczki (1992–1994: I 115) reconstructed the following first-syllable vowel 

system for the parent language of the Mari dialects: 

i ü u 

e ö o 

  a 

Bereczki explains the reduced labial vowels of the Mari dialects as the result of 

post-Proto-Mari reduction of what were full labial vowels in Proto-Mari; the 

correspondence Meadow Mari o ~ Hill Mari a is seen as the result of lowering of 

original *o in Hill Mari; and Hill Mari ä is seen as the result of fronting of original 

*a. 
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Aikio proposes, instead, the following vowel inventory for Proto-Mari: 

i ü  u 

ĭ ü̆  ŭ 

e   o 

ä  a å 

 

Thus, key differences in Aikio’s reconstruction are that both full and reduced labial 

vowels must be reconstructed for Proto-Mari, and there was an opposition between *å 

and *o and between *ä and *a. The subsequent developments in the Mari dialects are 

broadly as follows:  

• PMari *u > MariE NW W u 

• PMari *ü > MariE NW W ü 

• PMari *ŭ > MariE u NW ŭ W ə̑ 

• PMari *ü̆ > MariE ü NW ü̆ W ə 

• PMari *å > MariE o NW W a 

• PMari *o > MariE NW W o 

• PMari *ä > MariE a NW W ä 

• PMari *a > MariE a NW W a 

In the appendix to her recent monograph on Chuvash historical phonology, 

Agyagási (2019: 289ff) rejects Aikio’s reconstruction. Though Agyagási accepts *ə 

as a member of the Proto-Mari vowel system, she attempts to revive the Bereczki-era 

reconstruction in terms of the high rounded vowels. She claims that Proto-Mari had 

solely full high labial vowels, and reduced labial vowels only arose later in 

Northwestern Mari, Hill Mari, and in the Upša subdialect of Meadow Mari. She goes 

on to propose various conditioning environments for this vowel reduction. 

Nevertheless, Agyagási’s arguments against Aikio’s reconstruction are unsound. 

First, her survey of reduced labial vowels in the Mari dialects fails to take into account 

data from the Bol’šaja Šija and Menzelinsk dialects in the Eastern Mari area as 

documented by Veršinin (2011); these dialects possess both full and reduced labial 

vowels (and broadly in the places we would expect from Aikio’s reconstruction) but 

they differ in other aspects from the Northwestern Mari–Hill Mari–Upša complex. 

Second, it is easy to find exceptions to the conditioning environments which Agyagási 

proposes. For example, although Agyagási (2019: 297) claims that the first-syllable 

vowel in Proto-Mari *ü–ə̑ structures undergoes reduction, this is never the case with 
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MariE W NW šüδö ‘100’, which shows a full vowel across the Mari dialects. This in 

fact relates to one of the key insights afforded by Aikio’s 2014 article: among the Mari 

lexical material inherited from Proto-Uralic, reduced and non-reduced labial vowels 

go back to different PU vowels. The high front labial reflex of PU *i̮ does not appear 

as a reduced vowel anywhere across the Mari dialects, cf. PU *śi̮ta ‘100’ 

> MariE W NW šüδö. Additionally, in the Mari inherited lexicon we find a different 

treatment of high front labial vowels before r, i.e. in one set of words the reflex among 

the Mari dialects is ö, e.g. MariE W mör ‘strawberry’ from PU *mi̮rja, while other 

words do not show this lowering, e.g. MariE βür NW βü̆r W βər ‘blood’ < PU *wire 

(UEW 264–265, 576). Thus, the distinction between the two types of labial vowels 

represents an inherited feature in Mari that was already present when Mari and 

Chuvash came into contact. 

There is wider consensus around the Chuvash historical vowel inventory than the 

Mari one (see Agyagási 2019), though as Savelyev (2018) has recently noted, the 

Northwestern dialect of Chuvash has been given insufficient attention and some of its 

distinctive sound shifts are relevant for detecting loans between Mari and Chuvash. 

With a firm grounding in Chuvash and Mari historical phonology, evidence that 

the “Late Gorodets” words must represent material extraneous to Mari and Chuvash 

evaporates. Many of these words do not show irregularities between the Mari dialects 

at the post-Proto-Mari period, rather they can be traced back to Proto-Mari. One can 

then account for the data listed under many of the “Late Gorodets” items through 

simple borrowing of inherited Mari material into Chuvash. 

As an example, consider No. 52 in the “Late Gorodets” material: MariW βažar 

‘cross-grained (of wood)’ versus Cv. A vušar id. These words both regularly go back 

to Proto-Mari *βåžar and Middle Chuvash *våšar, respectively. As their vocalism is 

identical, one word can simply represent a borrowing from the other, presumably from 

Mari into Chuvash as there is no regular source for Chuvash š in this environment. 

A similar situation holds for MariE mužə̑r NW mŭžŭr W mə̑žə̑r ‘pair; spouse’ 

versus Cv. V mŏšŏr A măšăr id. The Mari forms regularly go back to PMari *mŭžər,2 

while for the Chuvash forms we can reconstruct Middle Chuvash *mŏšŏr. The 

 
2 Agyagási cites a Malmyž dialect form “mužŭn” from Beke’s dictionary, but this is in fact a 

typo on her part: we find expected mužur in Beke. She also cites a supposed Hill Mari form 

“mužor” from Budenz’s dictionary, but Budenz does not actually ascribe the word to Hill 

Mari, and, on the basis of every other Mari lexical reference, we should assume that Budenz 

documents a Meadow Mari form. With regard to the second-syllable vowel of Budenz’s 

“mužor”, Budenz uses a pre-modern transcription that often fails to correctly reflect Mari’s 

reduced vowels, and so the word should be read as the same form mužə̑r/mužŭr known from 

other Meadow Mari lexical resources. 
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protoforms in both languages are essentially identical, and therefore borrowing from 

Mari into Chuvash or vice versa is the most straightforward explanation. Again, this 

is probably a borrowing from Mari into Chuvash on the basis of Cv. š in this 

environment. 

Let us next turn to the case of the PMari *a and *ä. Proto-Uralic *ä and *a were 

both raised in pre-Proto-Mari, and consequently any Mari word with a first-syllable 

vowel going back to Proto-Mari *ä or *a must be a loanword instead of inherited 

Uralic material. The majority of these words are known to be relatively recent 

borrowings from Chuvash. However, as noted by Bereczki (2005: 193), we find *a 

and *ä even in Iranian borrowings in Mari that are presumably much older than the 

13th century – an example is the Mari ethnonym *mari itself (Joki 1973). PMari *ä is 

also found in the earliest layer of loanwords from Permian, cf. MariE jakte 

NW W jäkte ‘pine tree’ < Komi jag ‘Kiefernwald (auf Sandboden)’, Udm. jag, ĺag, 

d’ag. ‘Fichtenwald auf Sandboden’ (Bereczki 1992–1994: II 98).  

Consequently, a word common to Mari and Chuvash that shows PMari *ä or *a 

and has no Chuvash etymology need not be a borrowing into both Mari and Chuvash 

from a third language in which they were both in contact beginning from the 

13th century. Consider the “Late Gorodets” item consisting of MariE kač́e NW käcə 

‘young man’ versus Cv. A kaččă id. (No. 5). The geminate consonant in the Chuvash 

word is a feature generally found in loanwords, including those from Mari, cf. Cv. 

V merčče- ‘чахнуть’ < MariE merč́em W mercem id. (Fedotov 1990: 309). The 

dialectal forms underlying the Mari counterpart to Cv. kaččă regularly go back to 

PMari *käćə. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that the Mari word is a pre-13th-

century borrowing from some unknown source,3 which was then borrowed by 

Chuvash. 

For words where the Chuvash material is known only from the northwestern 

Chuvash area, where contacts with Mari had been maintained until recent centuries, 

we must also take into account distinctive Hill Mari sound shifts. Thus, in the case of 

MariE nol’, nol’o ‘sediment’ and W nal’ə ‘red clay’ versus Cv. V nal’ə/nay ‘тина’ 
(No. 25), we find a word that can be reconstructed as PMari *nål’ə, but in Chuvash 

the word is attested only in dialects in the northwest of the Chuvash-speaking area, in 

close proximity to Hill Mari. Consequently, the most parsimonious explanation is that 

Viryal Chuvash borrowed the word subsequent to the shift of PMari *å > Hill Mari a. 

A similar objection can be made to the ascription of MariE tuškem NW tŭškem 

W tə̑škem ‘смешивать, перемешивать’ ~ Cv. tăška id. (No. 44) to a shared substrate. 

The Mari words regularly go back to PMari *tŭškem. While the dialectal source of 

 
3 Gordeev (1967: 196) in fact adduces Iranian parallels.   
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Ašmarin’s word is unclear,4 the most parsimonious explanation is that this represents 

material from the Viryal dialect, and the back unrounded reduced vowel is simply due 

to Viryal Chuvash borrowing the word from Hill Mari subsequent to the 

delabialization of PMari *ŭ > MariW ə̑. (Again, *š in this position would be normal 

for inherited Proto-Mari vocabulary, but irregular in Chuvash.) 

Finally, let us consider the case of Cv. păčă, păčkata ~ MariE pič́ NW W pəc 

‘stuffy; dark’ (No. 29–30). These items were first included in the “Late Gorodets” 

corpus. Then, in a more recent work Agyagási (2019: 280–281) has argued that the 

Mari and Chuvash words are not related as such, but nevertheless they are borrowings 

from the “Cheremis substrate” which supposedly transmitted West Baltic lexical 

material into both Chuvash and Mari. Thus, she traces Cv. păčă to a West Baltic dial. 

*pũčio ‘suffocate, stifle; blow up’, while Mari pič́ is ultimately a derivation of a West 

Baltic verb *pũ ‘blow up’ with a nominal derivational suffix -č.5 

Agyagási’s argumentation that these words must have been borrowed 

independently into Mari and Chuvash from a third, substrate language is flawed on 

phonetic grounds. First, she reconstructs the Proto-Mari form for the Mari material as 

*pič. In fact, on the basis of the correspondence MariE č́ NW W c, the Mari word 

originally featured the consonant *ć and not *č, and therefore we must reconstruct 

PMari *pəć. 

PMari *ć has a regular historical source. On the one hand, it represents PU *ć in 

word-final or pre-consonantal position (intervocalically pre-PMari *-ć- > PMari *-ź-). 

On the other hand, it can appear as the result of a shift PU *t > PMari *ć after PU *i, 

cf. Mari βič́ ‘5’ < PU *witti (UEW 557). Indeed, the vowel and consonant 

correspondences of Mari pič́ are completely identical across the Mari dialects to those 

of Mari βič́ ‘5’, and therefore Mari pič́ need not be any kind of late loan from an 

unknown substrate language, rather it may well go all the way back to Proto-Uralic. 

On the Chuvash side, by contrast, the č in Cv. păčkata has no regular source; Cv. 

č results regularly only from the affricatization of *t before *i. Cv. č would, however, 

be expected as a reflex of PMari *ć in borrowings from Mari (e.g. Cv. merčče 

‘чахнуть’ mentioned above). Consequently, here too the most parsimonious 

explanation is that Chuvash borrowed material from Mari that had already existed in 

the latter language since some unknown era. 

The adduced examples above are likely loans from Mari into Chuvash. However, 

among the “Late Gorodets” material there are also words where borrowing from one 

 
4 Ašmarin gives the source as “СПВВ. ВА”, but this abbreviation is not found in the list of 

abbreviations at the end of the dictionary and has apparently never been deciphered by 

researchers of Chuvash. 
5 This solution is extremely ad hoc, as no derivational suffix -č is known. 
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of these languages into the other can be supposed, but the direction of borrowing is 

unclear. In the comparison in No. 27, Chuvash V ora A ura ‘haystack’ regularly goes 

back to Middle Chuvash *åra, while its Mari counterpart E ora NW W ara id. 

regularly goes back to PMari *åra. The words, therefore, show no irregularities for 

which we must posit a third language in contact with both Mari and Chuvash, but the 

task is left to future etymological research to determine if this represents inherited 

Chuvash material transmitted into Mari or inherited Mari material transmitted into 

Chuvash. 

3. Etymologizable words 

Besides the general objection that the “Late Gorodets” words may represent inherited, 

albeit still unetymologized material in Mari borrowed into Chuvash or vice versa, 

there are cases where more concrete etymologies can be proposed. 

One such etymology has in fact already been published. The inclusion of MariW 

pə̑jə̑rka, pə̑jə̑rt versus Cv. V păyărt, păt’ărt ‘a little bit’ in the “Late Gorodets” 

material (No. 31) overlooks a convincing Russian loan etymology that had already 

been established decades earlier by Rédei and Róna-Tas (1983: 37). As an aside in 

their discussion of the mistaken comparison of Komi parga ‘in der Flachshechel 

zurückgebliebener flockenförmiger, reiner Abfall vom gehechelten Flachs’ with 

Chuvash parga ‘Büschel’, Rédei and Róna-Tas identify this Mari and Chuvash 

material – as well as Tat. dial. payarka – as adoptions of the Russian поярок ‘шерсть 

ягнят (первой стрижки)’ with the semantic development ‘small heap of wool’ 

→ ‘small heap, bundle’.6 

Another instance where a clear acceptable etymology can be proposed is the 

equation Cv. kănăš ‘rubbish’ ~ Mari kunə̑ž id. (No. 7). The Chuvash forms here 

V kŏnŏš A kănăš regularly go back to earlier *kŏnŏš. On the Mari side, the 

correspondence MariE u ~ NW ŭ ~ W ə̑ is regular and goes back to PMari *ŭ 

according to Aikio (2014a), and therefore Aikio traces the Mari word back to PMari 

*kŭnəž.7 

 
6 See the entry for поярок in Dal’s dialectal dictionary for the full range of semantics in Russian. 

When lambs are shorn for the first time, they produce a quite small amount of wool, and the 

example sentences that Beke’s dictionary gives for Mari pajə̑rka suggest the word was mainly 

applied to small amounts of material (wool/straw/bast). 
7 Agyagási cites a Mari dialectal form kunəš from the Черемисско-русский словарь of V. M. 

Vasil’ev, published in Kazan in 1911. This form is also found in Szilasi’s dictionary (drawn in 

fact from Troitskij’s earlier dictionary) and ascribed to the Hill Mari variety. The most 

parsimonious explanation for this form is that Hill Mari reborrowed the word from Viryal 
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The vocalism of the reconstructed Proto-Mari and Middle Chuvash forms matches 

exactly, and borrowing in either direction could be posited on that basis without the 

need to involve a third, unknown language. Furthermore, as Alexander Savelyev (p.c.) 

points out, there is another definition of this word besides the ones that Agyagási cites. 

Namely, the dictionary of Sergeev glosses Cv. kănăš as ‘всякая всячина в избе, 

лишние предметы’, and we can also compare this word to Cv. kăn-kan ‘там и сям 

торчащие в разные стороны предметы’. In Savelyev’s view, this appears to be none 

other than a derivation in -ăš of the same root found in Cv. kăn- ‘вытягиваться, 

разгибаться’, kăntăran- ‘торчать, вытягиваться’. The root kăn in turn goes back to 

Proto-Turkic *kön (Fedotov 1996: I 254). Thus, an original root meaning ‘stick out’ 

was extended to refer to assorted junk around one’s home that got in one’s way, and 

then its meaning broadened to ‘rubbish; filth’ in general. 

Savelyev’s proposed etymology is attractive, because an earlier sense 

‘encumbrance’ is attested for Mari kunə̑ž as well: Beke’s dictionary attests MariNW 

kŭnŭžlanem ‘im Wege sein’, with the Mari informant defining the word as ere aβašt 

βelen pižə̑t, okoltep pašaš ‘sie hängen fortwährend an der Mutter, lassen sie nicht 

arbeiten’.  

Also, Savelyev’s explanation has predictive power for other Mari material that has 

hitherto been unetymologized. In his dictionary of Mari dialects of Udmurtia and 

Tatarstan, Veršinin attests MariE kunč́o ‘надоедливый компаньон (тж. нежеланный 

и неуходящий, несмотря на намёки, гость); ребенок, ни на шаг не желающий 

отходить от своей матери’. Sergeev (2002: 177, 32–33) documents ку́нзі̂о ‘воз’ 

from an 18th century manuscript prepared for the Vocabularia comparativa of Peter 

Simon Pallas that reflects mainly the Malmyž dialect, and here we are probably 

dealing with the same word. This Mari word can be derived from the same Cv. kăn- 

root with a different derivational suffix -čŏ,8 i.e. Middle Chuvash *kŏnčŏ was 

borrowed into Mari as *kŭnćə̑, and this ultimately became expected kunč́o in Eastern 

Mari. All of the above-mentioned words would, thus, be examples of the same 

polysemy found in Russian торчать ‘stick out; hang around, be in the way, be 

bothersome’. 

With regard to Cv.yapala ~ Mari jaβala ‘thing’ (No. 55), an explanation for the 

Chuvash word was given by Ašmarin in the early 20th century in his massive Chuvash 

dictionary. In the entry for the Chuvash interrogative word yepe ‘как?’, Ašmarin 

 
Chuvash – which preserved a labial vowel – at a time subsequent to the Hill Mari unrounding 

of Proto-Mari *ŭ. 
8 For a parallel, cf. Mari olδə̑rč́o ‘скальница’ (part of a weaving loom) < Chuv. xultărčă id., 

which in turn is considered to be a derivation from a lost verb *xultăr- ‘дрожать, трястись’ 

reconstructed on the basis of Common Turkic *qaltïr (Fedotov 1996: II 356). 
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(IV 278) writes “отсюда происх[одит] слово йапала”. Viewing Cv. yapala ‘thing’ 

as a derivation from yepe ‘how?’ is reasonable inasmuch as the sheer bulk of usages 

of Cv. yapala documented by Ašmarin (IV 204–206) suggest that the word originated 

as a metasyntactic expression which was ultimately lexicalized, cf. English whatsit 

‘thing’ < what is it and whatchamacallit ‘thing’ < what you may call it for parallels. 

Ašmarin’s explanation for Cv. yapala was overlooked by the Chuvash 

etymological dictionaries of Egorov (1964) and Fedotov (1996), and therefore the 

word may have seemed more mysterious than it in fact is. Accepting the Chuvash 

etymology from yepe ‘how?’ allows viewing the Mari word as a borrowing from 

Chuvash; the Mari word is, after all, found only in the Volga dialect, which maintained 

contact with Chuvash as late as the 20th century. There are no phonological obstacles 

to borrowing from Chuvash into Mari in this case, though the chronology of the 

borrowing is ambiguous. The existence of forms yepele and yapala in Chuvash points 

to original front vocalism. Thus, the word must either have been borrowed prior to the 

Meadow Mari backing of PMari *ä, i.e. Middle Chuvash *yäpälä > Mari *jäβälä 

(> modern Volga Mari jaβala), or instead the Chuvash word was borrowed into Mari 

subsequent to the backing of Chuvash *ä > a, i.e. Cv. yapala > Volga Mari jaβala. 

While the etymology of the Chuvash interrogative adverb yepe ‘how?’ (along with 

variants such as leple and neple with differing initial consonantism) remains unclear, 

again this Mari–Chuvash lexical parallel does not serve as proof of contacts between 

both Mari and Chuvash and a third language of the region, and an explanation should 

be sought within the separate history of Chuvash. 

Finally, with regard to Mari jokrok ~ Cv. yăkraka ‘boring’ (No. 57), it should be 

noted that, across the Mari dialects, the meanings ‘empty; creepy; lonely’ are also 

attested for the Mari word. In his recent dialectal dictionary Veršinin (2011: 117) has 

documented the word joŋrok ‘один-одинёшенек’ from the Verkhnjaja Iž-Bob’ja 

dialect of Eastern Mari, and we can assume that this represents the same word due to 

the matching semantics. Consequently, we can reconstruct PMari *joŋrok ‘boring; 

lonely’, with the bulk of Mari dialects undergoing cluster simplification to jokrok.9 

This form, jokrok, with k instead of earlier *ŋ would then have been borrowed from 

Mari into Chuvash; the opposite direction of borrowing is not possible, as Chuvash 

shows a different resolution of the -ŋr- cluster, cf. Cv. tură ‘god’ < Proto-Turkic *teŋri 

(Fedotov 1996: II 252–253). The variant Hill Mari forms jə̑k(ə̑)rikä and jə̑k(ə̑)raka 

can be explained through reborrowing from Chuvash. 

 
9 Clusters involving ŋ followed by a consonant have been unstable in the history of Mari, cf. 

for example MariE umδo W ə̑ŋgə̑δə̑ ‘spear’ <PMari *ŭŋδə̑. 
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4. Onomatopoeia/sound symbolism 

As a third objection, some of the items in the “Late Gorodets” corpus can be shown 

to be of an onomatopoetic nature or cases of sound symbolism, and in such words 

irregular phonetic correspondences are commonplace and expected. On the basis of 

solely such irregular phonetic correspondences, these words do not serve as proof of 

borrowing from a third language. 

An example of this is Agyagási’s comparison (as No. 17) of Cv. V lŏnčŏ, lĕnčĕ 

‘слабый, нетуго натянутый’ with MariE lə̑nč́ə̑ra NW lə̑nzə̑ra W lənzəra ‘schwach, 

weich (Mensch, Pferd); dünngewebt (Stoff); zerfetzt (Kleid)’. If we draw on the full 

breadth of Mari lexical resources cited herein, we find the same root ‘soft’ in a highly 

varied number of forms: MariE lanč́ə̑ra, luńč́ə̑ra, lazə̑ra, lə̑nč́e-lańče NW länzərä, 

lŭnzə̑ra W l’änzərä, l’äzərä, lənzəra, lə̑nzə̑ra. Confronted by this wild difference in 

vocalism and the presence or absence of the nasal, it would be far more 

straightforward to consider this a sound-symbolism root where either *ŭ, *ä or *ə 

could be plugged into the consonantal skeleton *lV(n)ć-, than to consider this a post-

1200 CE borrowing into both Mari and Chuvash. Agyagási’s attempt to argue for 

contact with dialects of an unknown third language by divergent forms from one Mari 

dialect to another (see her treatment of Mari meraŋ above) breaks down when we 

consider that even within the same dialect we find a variety. For example, speakers 

from the Bol’šoj Kil’mez dialect provided both lańčə̑ra and lazə̑ra. The word in 

Chuvash must be a loanword owing to the initial l-, but the word can be explained as 

a borrowing from Mari, and the above-cited Mari forms with a labial vowel serve to 

explain the back labial reduced vowel in Viryal Chuvash lŏnčŏ. 

Similarly, the comparison Cv. kăsăya ~ Mari kisa ‘синица’ (No. 10) is found in 

the “Late Gorodets” corpus. While the forms attested in the Mari and Chuvash dialects 

show irregular correspondences, the tit bird has a distinctive call that lends itself well 

to onomatopoeia. 

5. Conclusions 

The objections raised in the course of this work ultimately affect approximately 45 

items of the 64 in the “Late Gorodets” wordlist. Some of the Mari words may well go 

back to Proto-Uralic, inasmuch as phonologically nothing speaks against tracing them 

to a Proto-Uralic ancestor. In other cases, we might seek an origin in post-Proto-Uralic 

contacts with other languages of the region. The Chuvash material in most cases can 

be explained as loans from Mari. This in fact represents a return to the status quo ante, 

as Lukojanov (1974) and Fedotov (1990) prior to Agyagási’s “Late Gorodets” 

hypothesis were inclined to treat many of these words as just like any other Mari loans 

into Chuvash. 
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Consequently, for those remaining items where irregularities do appear among the 

Mari dialectal forms, other explanations should be sought. With regard to Mari meraŋ 

‘hare’, we might revive the suggestion by Räsänen (1933: 360) that this word is a 

compound word consisting of Mari *mü ‘earth’ (reconstructed as the root of attested 

mlande id.) and perhaps a lost Viryal Chuvash noun *xoraŋ that can be reconstructed 

on the basis of cognates in other Turkic languages, cf. Tatar kujan, Altai kojan, etc., 

and consequently the Mari dialectal forms are the result of differing processes of 

vowel contraction in the post-Proto-Mari period. 

While the exact identity of the Cheremis people attested in historical sources 

remains an outstanding problem of the history of the Volga–Kama region, evidence 

is lacking that the material collected in the “Late Gorodets” corpus must necessarily 

be traced to the language spoken by this people instead of to other possible sources 

for Mari and Chuvash vocabulary. 

Abbreviations 

MariE Eastern and Meadow Mari 

 W Western (Hill) Mari 

 NW Northwestern Mari 

Cv.  Chuvash 

 A Anatri dialect of Chuvash 

 V Viryal dialect of Chuvash 

Tat. Tatar 
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